TESTIMONY OF COSTCO

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and Committee Members.

My name is Rob Leuck. I am a vice president for Costco Wholesale Corporation, the second
largest retailer by sales in the United States. I have responsibility for 20 locations in the
northeast United States, including the Costco in Colchester, Vermont. I am including with
my written testimony some background information about Costco wholesale. Our
Colchester warehouse currently provides 279 good paying jobs with generous health and
other benefits. Over 130,000 Vermont residents have a Costco card which accounts for
approximately 20% of all Vermont residents.

Our business model is centered on high volume, no-frills facilities operating with
low overhead so that we are able to provide tremendous value for our members. Wherever
it is practical, Costco operates gasoline stations at our Costco warehouses. We consider
gasoline to be one of our core services. Our philosophy is simple: Our members pay to
shop with us, and we strive to provide a suite of products that provide great value for that
membership fee. Gasoline is one such product.

While we, of course, will always strive to provide the best possible price, we are also
committed to providing the highest possible quality on gas. As an example, we now offer
gasoline with 5 -times the EPA required detergent dose. This assures our members that
their engines will receive enough detergent to remove deposits from intake valves and
injectors, so that they can run at peak efficiency. We call that “doing the right thing.” This
detergent program is currently available at over 200 US Costco sites and will be available at
all Costco locations by September of 2013.
Costco’s policy concerning gasoline pricing is simple: we will not be undersold by
competitors in our market areas. Because our members pay to shop at Costco, it is critical
that we show them consistently good value. The chart attached to this document is a
snapshot of the value being offered at sites that I manage for Costco.

We have read that some of our competitors believe we sell gasoline as a “loss
leader.” That is simply not the case. Sometimes meeting the competition means that -where it is lawful to do so -- we sell below our cost, usually on a temporary basis. We will
not, however, sell below cost unless meeting competition requires us to do so and it is
legally permitted. In such circumstances, we would only lower prices to “meet” the
competition and not “beat” it.
Additionally, we operate all our gas stations in a responsible manner, and
implement and maintain environmental and safety measures that meet, and often exceed
industry and legal requirements. Every business a member encounters in a Costco, from
optical, to pharmacy to gasoline, is there to provide a great value for our members: that
includes great pricing, great quality and great service.

We have been trying for more than 4 years to obtain approval for Costco gas station
in Colchester but we have faced opposition from competitors. We will not be deterred, and
will continue to try to obtain approval so we can provide this important core service to our
Vermont members.
We face vigorous competition from competitors large and small in nearly every
Major market in the United States and Canada. Ultimately, competition serves the needs of
the community--Costco members and nonmembers alike. In the absence of our type of
competition, markets typically charge what the market will bear. Our model is different, in
that, as we are able, we seek to maximize sales by providing the lowest possible prices on
all of the items we sell. Based on our experience throughout the United States, we believe
Costco gas station at the Colchester site would serve the entire community by lowering the
opening price point and reducing the average price paid for gasoline at all nearby outlets.
We have included some information about our recent gas station opening in Maui,
Hawaii, which demonstrates how our entering a market positively influences the prices
paid for gas in that community, not just at the Costco, but across the island.
Thank you for your time.

